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Karl from Austria 

Karl writes, "You are probably familiar with this version of" Our Father "from the Didache, the 

teaching of the Twelve Apostles":  

"Our Father in Heaven, let us and others honor and hallow Your name. Let us and others 

recognize Your rule and do Your will so that what is already happening in Heaven can 

become a reality on earth. Give us bread today for tomorrow. And forgive us our debts, just 

as we forgive those who owed us something, and lead us past temptations, deliver us from 

evil. For You are the power and glory forever. " 

"You should pray like this three times a day." This is from: "The New Testament and the 

Early Christian Scriptures. Complete collection of all the oldest writings from early Christianity 

- translated by Klaus Berger and Christiane Nord. Frankfurt / M .: Insel Verlag, 2017. 

Thanks and all the best, 

Karl 

                      Date:   15-04-2021, number 62 

Friends of the Jesus Revelation through the writing servant and writing prophet Jakob Lorber feel connected to 

all people of the world as creatures and children of one and the same Father. This Heavenly Father embodied 

Himself in  Jesus Christ about 2,000 years ago and did not manifest Himself as Savior and Teacher until age 30, 

for three years. The spirit friends of the Divine Revelation recognize in this eternal declaration a new and great 

Word of God and aim to achieve a joyful mutual exchange. 
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ANSWER 

Thank you Karl for this short but very profound explanation. G. 

https://gloria.tv/language/zyxX19VVBLuLJg7TUd3u8oRc6/video/RfWvLzSdAuRSK9afsMhN9

4U85 

 

*. *. *. *. * 

 

Michael Ratzenhofer from Germany 

Dear Gerard! 

This interview [below], conducted with the late astronomer Thomas Posch (1974-2019), 

shows that the star of Bethlehem was likely Halley's Comet, which "approached Earth a few 

years before the birth of Christ." 

I don't know if that was 1.4 or 6 years earlier. I would like to point out a passage from J. 

Lorber:  

1. About the hazy nebula or tail stars: 

2. "Someday new creations will arise from your written thoughts. Usually from such written 

thoughts, words, and deeds, larger or smaller celestial bodies arise first in the time to come. 

They are placed into the fire of the suns to reach a certain maturity there; when they have 

achieved this, great force is used to guide them out into creative space and in time they are 

gradually left to their own development. In this newborn world, the many thousands upon 

thousands of single thoughts and ideas constantly develop, supported by the life-giving fire 

and light within them - like a seed which has been planted in the ground -, and their function 

in the new world is to serve as the foundation for the later origin of all kind of beings such as 

minerals, plants and animals. These souls will in time be developed into human souls over 

time.” 

3. “From time to time you now and then see these new worlds, for the most part as misty 

nebulous stars but also as shooting stars flying through space. Their primordial origin is the 

book of God with its records of thoughts, ideas, words, and actions.” 

4. “From this you can see, that even the slightest thought whichever occurred to any 

man, either on this or another earth, cannot possibly ever become lost; The spirits, from 

whose thoughts, words, ideas, and actions a new world has been shaped by the will of God, 

soon recognize in their perfected state that a world of this kind is built on their thoughts, 

ideas, words, and actions. With a great feeling of bliss, they take pleasure in assuming 

responsibility for the guidance, management, development, total vitalization and purposeful 

internal organization of the whole world body and ultimately of all objects and beings which 

will have to remain on it. “ [from GGJ 4-57: 1-10] 

The interview 

https://gloria.tv/language/zyxX19VVBLuLJg7TUd3u8oRc6/video/RfWvLzSdAuRSK9afsMhN94U85
https://gloria.tv/language/zyxX19VVBLuLJg7TUd3u8oRc6/video/RfWvLzSdAuRSK9afsMhN94U85


If you look at the sky at Christmas, you might see a real Christmas comet, as long as the 

snowflakes don't cloud your view. The university is here in conversation with astronomer 

Thomas Posch, asking him when is the best time to observe the "Wirtanen" and what the 

star of Bethlehem has to do with it. [The editors have added this link for clarification !: 

https://www.br.de/sternenhimmel/komet-46p-wirtanen-dezember-2018-schweifstern-100.html]  

The university says and asks: "The comet" Wirtanen "is approaching our planet". Mister 

Posch, where does that comet come from, what orbits does it take and when will it reach our 

Earth? 12 million kilometers - that's rare. The comet itself originates from the central part of 

the solar system, close to Jupiter, and spends most of its life there. From this region, its 

elliptical orbit brings it almost close to Earth every five and a half years. 

Question: “ Has the comet ever been this close to Earth and when will it be visible again 

after this? '' Posch: “Comet Wirtanen has been close to Earth ten times since its discovery in 

1948 - but never this close as now. He will approach our planet again in 2024 - but his 

proximity will not be as favorable as the present ". 

Question: "How big is the comet?" Posch: "The actual comet, called the comet nucleus, is 

quite small, just over a kilometer in diameter. For example, the famous comet "Halley" is 

considerably larger (about seven to fifteen kilometers in diameter). 

Question: "What is a comet anyway?" Posch: "A comet is a mixture of ice and minerals 

(dust). In this mixture, he preserves material from the primeval times of our solar system. 

That makes comets scientifically very interesting. " 

Question: "Will the comet be destroyed when it enters Earth's atmosphere?" Posch: "When 

tiny comet fragments enter Earth's atmosphere, they burn up like shooting stars and are 

destroyed for that matter. The comet itself is not destroyed by this. " 

Question: "Could" Wirtanen "be dangerous to Earth?" Posch: "No, this comet will not be 

dangerous to Earth." 

Question: "Will it be visible to the naked eye?" Posch: "In theory, yes, at its best - like a 

foggy spot. In a practical sense, hardly because of lighting up the sky from your home. But 

with small binoculars, it should be visible even when the sky is moderately clear, and even 

around Christmas time. " 

Question: "When is the best time to observe the comet, and where should the" telescope" 

be pointed?" Posch: The days before December 16, one should visit the constellation Taurus 

in the evening, far away from the stray light of a city or large village. From December 16, the 

moon is already disruptive as a half-moon! We find the Taurus from about 9 p.m. high in the 

southeast, above the Orion. In the sign of Taurus, on the other hand, one looks for the comet 

among the Pleiades. The maps of the Vienna Astronomy Working Group provide help for 

"stargazing". " 

Question: "As Christmas approaches, we are interested in one last question: Was the star of 

Bethlehem also a comet with its striking tail, or was it a supernova? Posch: "As far as we 

know today, the star of Bethlehem was neither a comet nor a supernova. However, a few 

years before the birth of Christ, the later so-called "Halley" comet approached Earth. The star 

of Bethlehem was possibly a rare planetary encounter - with an emphasis on "maybe." 

https://www.br.de/sternenhimmel/komet-46p-wirtanen-dezember-2018-schweifstern-100.html


Michael Ratzenhofer 

 

Answer: 

Dear Michael, 

It is always fantastic with people like you, who also think along with us along the lines of: 

"what would it have been like, for example with that" star of Bethlehem "? Your reference to 

the New Revelation also provides a different view of this matter. 

It is very clear that there was a star of Bethlehem, but whether it could also be interpreted 

astrologically, that is another matter. Such a phenomenon has occurred around 7 or 6 BC, 

but not exactly on January 7th. Every time I come across the customary date of birth "of 

Jesus [25-12] with the" seen "star of Bethlehem. But many do not know that this birth did not 

take place until 13-14 days later. And on January 7 in 4151 after Adam [Gregorian era 4026 

after Adam] nobody speaks about such a seen star! "So such internet information can still 

constantly fool us and not lead to the true facts. 

Such relationships do occur more often and this can always be connected with something. 

From the literature from Jakob Lorber we know that the Infant Jesus and also later in His 

learning period, He raised special aerial phenomena such as an extra temporary Sun. It was 

not difficult for Jesus to conjure up some natural phenomenon. The star of Bethlehem was 

also a special star, which the Lord showed three wise men the way to Himself, to the Baby 

Jesus, the new King. We took the following description from the Youth of Jesus: 

"The sages took gold, incense, and myrrh, and mounted their beasts of burden with a great 

and brilliant retinue, and pursued the star, which rested before the birthplace of the newborn 

was reached. There the three searched for the newborn and came to Herod, who could not 

inform them either, but referred them again to Bethlehem, where the miraculous star stood 

still. He advised them to search diligently and also requested that they report it to him 

immediately so that he too could go there to pay tribute to the newborn. "[GGJ.03_197.03] - 

[see also GGJ.08_006,12] 

The quotation in Jakob Lorber's book, "The Spiritual Sun", part 2, ch. 15: "Have you never 

heard of so-called ancient astrology? You say yes, there are still books about it today. But 

one should not attach too much importance to that.  I say to you: certainly not in the way you 

usually do because then it would be an absurd superstition and therefore sinful. But every 

case has two sides, namely light and a dark side. We will therefore not use the dark side, but 

the bright side of this ancient mystery. What does that mean? The name is: knowledge of 

correspondences. 

Along the way of correspondences, every object, every form, and every mutual relationship 

of the forms and objects has a corresponding spiritual meaning. All stars and their 

constellations had and still have such a meaning. Therefore, anyone who can read and 

understand these images from their bright side is also an astrologer; but an astrologer from 

the realm of the spirits of light, that is to say, he is a true sage, like the three astronomers of 

the Morgenland. They have recognized the star of the Lord, let themselves be guided by it, 

and through it have found the Lord of glory. 



You have heard of these three wise men that in them Adam, Cain and Abraham were 

present. That's right; but would you take the whole literally, you would be just as mistaken as 

if you were to believe in the ominous constellation under which you were born according to 

the calculation of the calendar. You say that may be, but how is this matter, which is spoken 

of with great certainty in several places, to be taken then? I tell you, it will soon become clear 

how such matters are to be understood. 

So here are Adam, Cai, and Abraham under the image of the 'three wise men' from the Land 

of Tomorrow… 'But you absolutely cannot fathom the kingdom of minerals, plants, and 

animals.'… Yes, Adam, Cain and Abraham were present… How, however, were they 

present? ... These three were very ordinary priests of the better kind from the regions of 

Assyria ... So in Solomon's time, these pagan people were already given the prophecy, by 

the better part of his priests, that his sons would one day discover a star that would rise 

before whole people of the earth. [So these three wise men from the east were the 

descendants of Solomon!]. 

Since this prophecy,  a part of the priesthood of this people has always held on to it and 

constantly observed the starry sky ... 

Only three priests adhered [later] to the pure wisdom, despised the world with its treasures 

and sought the reward for their spiritual labor, only in spirit and in the truth. They discovered 

an unusual rising star, observed its orbit and the constellations under which it came and 

passed. While they were thus engaged in the deeper meaning of this star and the star came 

to stand just above the zenith [highest point of the starry sky by midnight], three men dressed 

in white appeared to them and asked: 'Do you know that star? ”And the wise said, We do 

not know her. However, the men who had appeared said to the wise men: allow us to touch 

your forehead and chest, and you will immediately come to know the great significance of 

this star ... 

The three [priests/angels] then said: 'We will show you God's power and lead you where the 

eternal Lord of heaven and earth has descended in all His divine fullness' ... [The angels 

were Adam, Cain and' the younger of the spirit of 'Abraham]. 

The three wise men were thus filled by the spirit of these three angels [vs.18]. The journey 

started immediately with all kinds of preparations. [vs.19] 

The star was the way and the three spirits were the inner guides of the three wise men of the 

Morning Land. See, with this description your message has been revealed as well as the 

inner truth that it was precisely in these three wise men that Adam, Cain and Abraham were 

present. Abraham, who had long rejoiced in his spirit to the day when he might see Him, as 

the Lord Himself had foretold him, and he actually saw him; bodily through the wise, spiritual 

in himself and heavenly in the beheld Child of the children, Man of men and God of gods! 

From this description, you can infer enough what true astrology should be like. We have also 

seen in us or in the firmament of our spirit a star of a very special kind. If we are honest 

astrologers, we will certainly find our last quarter without any difficulty and we will see very 

well where our star actually turns out. 



It is true, billions and billions of stars and worlds still lie within you, but out of these billions 

only one has been released. It stands in front of us and lies under our feet like a glorious 

heavenly homeland ... 

Rejoice beyond measure, for the Lord has chosen the dust, the earth, out of billions; out of all 

the endless spheres of creation she has become the birthplace of the spirits who want to go 

to the Lord! .... But the Lord does not like splendor and therefore He has humbled the earth. 

Do you not yet know where this world is turning to? Yes, I can already see it, you cannot 

digest astrology properly yet ... 

… "Because where a spirit comes from, there it also got its love. Now, however, all those 

myriad stars are either former or later dwelling places of spirits. If that is the case, then it is 

also clear that the spirit of every person on earth has had a star as a previous place of 

residence and this star is the first to emerge first during an inner reflection. 

Now you must take a close look at the starry sky and hold the star that you like best and that 

radiates most comfortably to you. See, that'll be the corresponding star that raised it up here 

... 

Dear Michael, the above is partly entirely in line with what you brought forward. Thanks for 

this useful information. G. 

 

 

 

Jan Vreman from the Netherlands 

We received mail from Jan Vreman. I had been looking for him since November 

2013, but couldn't find him. I read a few things about him in the the- existing current 

German Yahoo group, of which I was once a member. To my great surprise, Jan 

reported to us one of these weeks. A small taste of what he described about 

Ostracine. He visited this town but was stopped by soldiers. He and his wife crossed 

the border through Israel, Rafa (Gaza) years ago, to El-Arish to visit "Ostracine" They 

were not allowed to do that: Nature-, military area etc, Anyway, our [Dr.] Christoph 

Schindler later visited that area at random with much opposition, and described the 

flooded city Ostracine and its surroundings from 90-120 cm water level, and 

discovered the ruins of Cyrenius, etc., which was described elsewhere in the 

previous years in one of our bulletins. Jan Vreman briefly describes the Christian 

settlement in the North of the Sinai, in Ostracine! "[By Eliezer Oren]: 

From December 1976 to April 1977 and in December 1977, a delegation from Ben 

Gurion University examined the remains of the El Faluciat settlement in northern 

Sinai. These remains are located on the east side of Lake Bardaville, classically 

referred to as Lake Sirbon, about 30 kilometers west of El Arish and about 3 

kilometers from the coast of the Mediterranean. 



In earlier times, the city of Ostracine was here, according to sources one of the most 

important stations along the coastal road. The coastal road ran from Gaza and 

followed the sandbank to Lake Bardaville which ended at Waca Pelucion. The 

coastal road was mainly the main artery between Egypt and Israel after the conquest 

of Egypt by the Persians, and especially in the Roman period. Along this road lay the 

port and trading cities: Rinoucurora [El Arish]. Ostracin [El Faluciat], Casion [El Gels], 

Gerhah [Tel Mahmadija] and Pelucion [Tl Pharma]. 

These cities experienced enormous growth due to the flourishing trade, the levying of 

taxes and the various industries such as boat building, textile production, glass 

industry and the cultivation of dates. 

The cities are also mentioned in historical writings and on maps from the Roman-

Byzantine era, such as the Antonius map [itinerarium], the Foytinger map, Notitia 

Pignitatum and the Madaba map. 

After the beginning of the Arab rule, the coastal road declined in importance and the 

ancient Egyptian military road was used, south of Lake Bardaville, which is at the 

junction between the coastal road and the Zuijdweg. 

Ostracine, close to Ecregma [a natural opening between the Mediterranean and Lake 

Bardaville]. Joseph Ben Matetahoe [Josefus Flavius] tells of Titus in 69 AD for 

quelling the rebellion in Jerusalem after he departured from Pelucion: god Zebes 

Casius. 

The second night he spent the night in Ostracine, where the inhabitants had to fetch 

the water from afar. The next day Titus spent the night in Rinoucurora and the fourth 

day he arrived in Rafia. The lack of water sources in a thriving city seems to surprise 

history writers. 

Cyrenius now: 'Look, here we are at the entrance to the great bay; in its 

innermost cove, to our right is Ostracine, a wealthy trading town. [JJ.01_042.08] 

There is a legend about the origin of the city of Ostracine in chapter 84 of the Youth 

of Jesus ... 

And if people were willing to do so, what could be the reaction of neighboring peoples 

who usually visit this city, although it has been more of a ruin than a city for quite 

some time now? ' [YJ.01_084.18] 

The following text speaks of visible mountains! ... In a northeasterly direction, towards 

the Ostracine side, the sky, although still perfectly clear, was all the more shuddering 

on the other side of the mountain, as said in a south-westerly direction! 

[YJ.01_131.03] 

Jan Vreman stayed in Israel in the years 1976-1981 in the international Christian 

settlement Nes Ammim near Akko. Jan came in the nineties in connection with Jakob 



Lorber. In 2009, a tourist guide called Mohammed, was able to recapitulate the ten 

cities to Jan, in the nearby Jordanian border that the Lord spoke of in Jakob Lorber: 

Philadelphia [now 'Amman'], Jerash [now 'Gerasa'], Capitolias, Pella, the Basalt city, 

Gadara [present day 'Um Quys'] Abila and in the Golan: Hippos, Dion, Genatra [?]. 

and again across the border in Israel: Scythpolus [today the excavation Beth Shean] 

Pella and Aphek [in the Decapolis [Deka = ten] were towns before the first chr. 

congregation from Jerusalem. - "the church of James, a place of refuge, which is 

mentioned, among other things, in GGJ10 [Jakob Lorber]. Also mentioned are the 

towns of Cesare-Philippi [now Banias], the Golon and "Bethsaida is mentioned in the 

Decapolis. Petra is mentioned in GGJ11. 

 

            

       

 
From a Lorber-reader from Germany. 
 

The mouth-caps 
The masks 
 

We received these remarkable lines from a Lorber reader from Germany: 

5.12. And behold, three were formed, and seven of them went! And the three were 

like love, light, and Godhead; and the seven were like the seven Spirits of God, and 

they are called and will be called forever: 

1. Loves love; 

2. Fear the Deity that kills - so that you are not killed; 

3. The love in you is sacred; therefore respect one another, as love in the Godhead 

respects you and creates joy in you; 

4. Everyone is his own and the property of God's love; therefore no one robs another; 

5. No one ever covers their face for the other, so that the other does 

not know what your love is like, because you are like the love that 

makes you so; 

6. Your inner being also mirrors your outer, so that no false impulse arises in you and 

you go down; 



7. Let your outside be the faithful reflection of your inner mirror, in which the love of 

the Godhead sees itself; otherwise the inner mirror will be broken and your shape will 

be horrible. So that, despite the duty of masking, you remain in your love. 

God-as-Jesus-Christ says to the informed, "I do not bring peace, but the sword." The 

enlightened man today says in a modern language like a winged word: "Fear eats up 

the soul." 

The Gifts of Heaven, Part III writes, "A flood is upon the earth, which destroys body 

and soul." The soul is destroyed by the "new banishment," after which the levels of 

fire spirits, earth spirits, water spirits, air spirits, and etheric spirits must be repeated 

through man. In which Jakob Lorber's "New Revelation" enraptures enlightened 

people with the spiritual deluge. 

You should not have any reservations about Islam, because if you look at the 

transition from the pyramid builders among the Phoenicians, known as the Pharaohs, 

in the GGJ, the same thing happens to us, with the Lorber work then being spread 

through mosque associations. 

 
   
 

Damiano Frosio from Italiy 
 
 
Good day, Mr. Gerhard. 

My name is Damiano Frosio and I am the owner of the publishing house "Jesus the New 

Revelation" in and for Italy. I often follow your announcements with interest in the newsletter 

you publish online. 

In this letter of mine, I ask for your cooperation on important matters, whether you or other 

brethren who love the word of the Lord have news or references from groups or associations 

that have followed the writings of three mystics, scribes of the Lord. 

As a publisher, we are looking for copies of images or photographs that Georg Riehle 

presents to him individually during his lectures, to use them as information or as covers of 

the various books we have published. 

The second request concerns another putative mystic by the name of Franz Schumi, who 

we've been studying and reviewing for a while but are struggling to find some of his books 

that have been lost. If any of the readers of your bulletin have information on groups that 

followed him or have some of his writings, we would appreciate it, if you could send us a 

copy, at our expense, of course. 

We thank you in advance and brotherly on behalf of our beloved Father Jesus, Jehovah 

Zebaoth. 

 Damiano Frosio 



Email: damianofrosio@tiscali.it 
Sito internet: www.gesu-lanuovarivelazione.com 

Answer 

Dear Damiano, 

Thank you for the enthusiastic reporting. If we understand you correctly, you would like to 

know more about the fame of the writings of "Riehle" and those of "Frans Schumi." And 

finally, you write again about Max Seltmann! Some writings are known of all writers or 

prophets. We hope that you will receive a response to your request and we would of course 

be happy to place your call and mention your e-mail address and website. The links below 

may give some reason for user application. Hopefully to hear from you, G. 

Schumi 
https://it.scribd.com/document/62073097/Franz-Schumi-Gott-Nr-52 

http://www.liederschatz.net/apokryphen/inhalt/schumi.htm 

https://www.himmelsportal.org/Schumi/franz_schumi.htm 

Die christliche Theosophie oder Christuslehre in göttlicher Beleuchtung der Wahrheit. Christlich-

theosophische Schrift 73 Gebonden - 1 jan. 1905 door Franz Schumi (Autor) 

Wiedergeburt des Geistes: Göttliche Kundgaben an Franz Schumi, empfangen 1899-1904 (German) 

Perfect Paperback – 1 Aug. 2020 by Franz Schumi Autor Hsg. Rudolf Johannes (Herausgeber) 

Der Tempel Gottes aus „Die christliche Theosophie“ von Franz Schumi  
Die Religion der Zukunft aus „Die christliche Theosophie“ von Franz Schumi  
 
Christlich-Theosophisches Gebetbuch als Wegweiser zur Wiedergeburt des Geistes. Christlich-
theosophische Schrift No. 72. Empfangen vom Herrn und herausgegeben Franz Schumi 
 
Christus und die Bibel. oder Beweise, daß es nie einen anderen Gott gab als Jesus Christus Franz 
Schumi 

 Franz Schumi - Rudolf R. Hoff, Bad Münstereifel Sammlung 
von 10 Reprintbänden. 

 https://www.legamedelcielo.it/schumi/ und https://d-nb.info/1036122573/04 

Riehle:  

https://www.amazon.de/dp/387495188X?tag=picclick-21&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1 

https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Georg-Riehle+Zehn-Tage-mit-Jesus-Jesus-mit-seinen-

Freunden-auf-dem-Weg-zur-Vollendung-durch-Bruder/id/A02qKBA701ZZj 

https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Riehle-Georg+Erlebtes-Christentum-Bruder-Georg-im-

Freundeskreis-in-Berlin-1954/id/A02pADRI01ZZg 

mailto:damianofrosio@tiscali.it
https://it.scribd.com/document/62073097/Franz-Schumi-Gott-Nr-52
http://www.liederschatz.net/apokryphen/inhalt/schumi.htm
https://www.himmelsportal.org/Schumi/franz_schumi.htm
https://www.amazon.de/-/en/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Franz+Schumi&text=Franz+Schumi&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-de
https://www.amazon.de/-/en/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Franz+Schumi+Autor+Hsg.+Rudolf+Johannes&text=Franz+Schumi+Autor+Hsg.+Rudolf+Johannes&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-de
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Franz-Schumi+Christlich-Theosophisches-Gebetbuch-als-Wegweiser-zur-Wiedergeburt-des-Geistes/id/A023nPTF01ZZs
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Franz-Schumi+Christlich-Theosophisches-Gebetbuch-als-Wegweiser-zur-Wiedergeburt-des-Geistes/id/A023nPTF01ZZs
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Franz-Schumi+Christus-und-die-Bibel-oder-Beweise-da%C3%9F-es-nie-einen-anderen-Gott-gab-als-Jesus/id/A01vwUpJ01ZZT
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Angebote/verlag=Rudolf+R+Hoff+Bad+M%C3%BCnstereifel
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Angebote/titel=Sammlung+von+10+Reprintb%C3%A4nden
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Angebote/titel=Sammlung+von+10+Reprintb%C3%A4nden
https://www.legamedelcielo.it/schumi/
https://d-nb.info/1036122573/04
https://www.amazon.de/dp/387495188X?tag=picclick-21&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Georg-Riehle+Zehn-Tage-mit-Jesus-Jesus-mit-seinen-Freunden-auf-dem-Weg-zur-Vollendung-durch-Bruder/id/A02qKBA701ZZj
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Georg-Riehle+Zehn-Tage-mit-Jesus-Jesus-mit-seinen-Freunden-auf-dem-Weg-zur-Vollendung-durch-Bruder/id/A02qKBA701ZZj
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Riehle-Georg+Erlebtes-Christentum-Bruder-Georg-im-Freundeskreis-in-Berlin-1954/id/A02pADRI01ZZg
https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Riehle-Georg+Erlebtes-Christentum-Bruder-Georg-im-Freundeskreis-in-Berlin-1954/id/A02pADRI01ZZg


https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Georg-Riehle+Bethanienstunden-Worte-der-Ewigen-

Liebe-durch-Bruder-Georg-Riehle/id/A01jxXo601ZZz 

https://www.booklooker.de/B%C3%BCcher/Riehle-Georg+Zehn-Tage-mit-Jesus-Jesus-mit-seinen-

Freunden-auf-dem-Weg-zur-Vollendung-durch-Bruder/id/A02mZGiD01ZZR 

SELTMANN 

info@lorberverlag.de of bestellen@turm-verlag.de 

      

Easter 

The lord says to us: "Children, listen! Thus speaks He Who has given you an immortal soul 

and a living spirit out of Himself that you may recognize My great love for you and that I will 

one day give you eternal life out of your love for Me and My love for you, once the great debt 

of My Love will have atoned for this same debt to the Holiness at a time which I am going to 

prepare out of Me. As I have made all of you out of My mercy, I shall prepare this time out of 

My love.”  

 "As I am now a spirit of grace among you I shall then be a man full of supreme love among 

men. But though you now recognize that I, your Father, have come to you as a high, eternal 

Spirit full of power and might and you are well aware that it is I Who is speaking to you, your 

later children will not immediately recognize Me in a weak, poor brother among them. They 

will persecute Me, cruelly maltreat Me, and do to Me what Cain did to Abel.”  

“However, it will be hard to slay the Lord of life and My apparent death will bring about 

eternal life for all who will believe that it is I Who came as a Savior among them, endowed 

with all the might of love to atone for the debt your disobedience has brought upon all of you, 

over all the earth and all the stars - for there are also children who initially have gone forth 

from you, Adam. But for the unbelievers and stubborn ones in their selfish malice, this will 

lead to eternal judgment and also eternal death.” 

. "And thus I will come seven times, but the seventh time I will come in the fire of My 

holiness. Then woe betides those who are found unrighteous; they shall be no more, except 

in the eternal fire of My wrath! “ 

 "Behold, I have once been here at the beginning of the world to create all things for your 

sake and you for Mine. Soon I shall return in great floods of water to wash the pestilence off 

the earth. For the depths of the earth have become an abomination to Me, full of dirty mud 

and pestilence, which has grown out of your disobedience. -------  There I shall come for 

your sake so that the whole world may not perish and one lineage remains the last 

descendant of which I  shall be.” 

 "And I shall come to you a third time manifold (Abraham, Moses and the prophets. The Ed.), 

untold times as now - sometimes visibly and sometimes invisibly in the word of the Spirit - to 

prepare My way. And I shall come a fourth time bodily, in great distress, in the great Time of 

times. Soon after that, I shall come for the fifth time in the spirit of love and sanctification. 
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And I shall come for the sixth time to the inner self of anyone who will truly long for Me in his 

heart and shall be a guide to him who full of love and faith will let himself be drawn by Me to 

eternal life. At that time I shall be more remote from the world; but whoever will be 

accepted shall live and My Kingdom will be with him forever.” 

 "Finally I shall come again, as already mentioned. But this last coming will be to all a 

permanent return - one way or another. 23. "Listen and comprehend it well: Abide in 

love, for this will be your Redeemer! Love Me above all - this will be your life 

everlasting. But also love one another so that you may be released from judgment. My 

grace and My primary love be with you until the end of all times! Amen." - And their 

eyes were again closed.”[HHG 1 46:17-23] 

In the primeval times of the patriarchs, Seth speaks to his children about Asmahael: 

" This apparent stranger who, meek in his behavior and overpowering in his word, will one 

day have himself carried by another animal and a nation of the earth will with contrite hearts 

be calling to the one sitting on the animal: 'Hosanna to God in the highest. Blessed is he who 

comes in the name of the Lord, sitting upon the foal of a mule!'  

 "Children, and also you, dear Enoch, and you, Kenan, if you can contradict me, do so. But if 

the same feeling inspires you, it should be worth the effort to watch the so exceedingly 

eloquent stranger with a most observant eye and the meekest heart. For one who speaks so 

amazingly of God must either come from God's supreme height, or he is.” [HHG 1 91: 7,8] 

Emmanuel, in the days of Adam in the high Caucasus Mountains, saw Enoch's 

sacrifice and blessed it, saying: “ Following this, Emmanuel gazed at Enoch's offering, 

blessed it and said: "I, Emmanuel Abba, have not really any pleasure in this burnt offering, 

but only in the fact that it was offered to Me with a pure heart. And so I bless it for a memorial 

in anticipation of a sacrifice which will one day be made for the quickening of all the dead and 

the living. And so it shall henceforth, and to the end of all Times of times, remain with the 

lamb and bread! Amen.”  

 "Woe betide those who will change this for, truly, I tell you that they will be making their 

sacrifice not to Me, but to the filth of the world, and through their sacrifice, they will become 

like the one to whom they have offered it.” 

 "And you, Enoch, behold, how I have blessed your sacrifice which now has become a living 

sacrifice, and one day out of this burnt lamb there will arise a great, living and strong lamb of 

the world which will take upon its shoulders all the weakness of the earth and open to all 

flesh the never to close gates to life eternally, Amen.” 

 
 

COVID19 

More people worldwide died from influenza in 2017 than in the last year from Covid19. And if 

the virus had been "manipulated", they would have done it very badly. However, the virus 



is not the problem, it is the people who are a problem and a great threat to the 

earth. The world seems to be concerned with nothing but money and more money. Around 

Wuhan in China, the air and the earth have been so spoiled by the pesticide ROUND-UP that 

there is no other way, that the biological balance is disrupted. 

In Italy, there were many deaths during that period, why: serious air pollution. There is a lot 

of CO2 emissions, and it is desirable to fly less, travel less by car, yes roller skate or walk.  

Let the animals work again, they will thank us. All those great machines are destroying the 

earth and its beauty. You can also get covid19 more quickly with antihypertensive 

drugs.  

Even on the oxygen bottle in the IC. Don't touch the statins! Corona sticks to the receptors 

and you are more likely to get corona infections.  

A Flu shot increases the risk of Corona, but when you get the flu, you boost immunity. Such 

a vaccine causes your resistance to become "paralyzed" against foreign infections or viral 

diseases.  

Dogs transmit the most germs. The virus lasts for two years and the world will say after 

these two virus ages, "See we got through the vaccinations! It is not a conspiracy, but 

fear of human death. 

Pesticides cause diseases like PEST [epidemics] - The COVID19 vaccinations work AS 

pesticides, but they are not ... yet the consequences will be unmanageable years later 

... 

About CO2 emissions: The research took place in Germany. There, 800,000 people 

work in healthcare who use 17 million (!) Medical masks every month, per month. 

These face masks alone generate 850,000 tons of CO2 emissions. The impact of 

disposable mouth masks appears to be 10 times greater than that of a cotton 

mouth mask. 

 

 



 

 
PESTicides sooner or later cause diseases such as PEST [and epidemics] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

            In the next Bulletin: something good to share! 

   You can deposit your appreciated donation on the following account number 

 
JLBI Gerard Nordhorn 
Volksbank  BLZ 280 699 56 
Bank number 101 840 2300 
IBAN   DE 83 280 699 56 101 840 2300 
SWIFT-BIC GENODEF1NEV 
 

Bank steate-Credit……   on 31 March   2021    +   509080 € 
Translation costs: Relana v. d. V.             on 15 April              2021               -     50,00 € 
Bank costs     on 15 March              2021              -       4,50 € 
State Bankcredit     on 15 April     2021        +  454,50 € 

 

 
 


